Supplementary Item No.1

Agenda

To consider the request of the secretary, RTA, Palakkad, in the wake of demolition of the Municipal Bus stand, for appropriate directions to implement the earlier decision of RTA, meeting held on 15.11.2018 in item no.01 in which it was directed that all bus services, which earlier operated from the said Stand, should enter the stand and make use of the space provided for picking up and setting down the passengers and leave the place, taking into account of the safety and convenience of the travelling public.

(Ref: Decision of RTA dt.15.11.2018 in item no.1)

[With Notice to]
(1) The Secretary, Palakkad Municipality, Municipal Office, Palakkad -678001
(2) The Sub Inspector of Police, Traffic Police Station, Palakkad
(3) (i) KSRTC (ii) PBOA (iii) AKBOO (iv) KBTA (v) Private Bus Operators Co-ordination Committee (vi) Thiruvilwamala- Ottappalam Meghala PBOA

G1/1166/2019/P

Supplementary Item No.2

Agenda

To peruse the following newspaper reports against stage carriage operators and to take appropriate actions as per law on the matter as instructed by the chairman RTA, Palakkad,

(i) It is reported that stage carriages services on Palakkad-Kongad-Cherplassery route are allegedly operating as per the timings unauthorisedly fixed and being enforced by way of illegal punching at intermediate places (Olavakkode, Kongad, Kadambazhipuram) by a Kongad based bus operators’ association, resulting in over speeding and accidents related to stage carriages.

(ii) It is reported that stage carriage operators are reluctant to enter their prescribed bus stands during night and forcing the passengers including women to set down at some other stops against their wish, putting them into difficulty.

[With Notice to]
(i) KSRTC (ii) PBOA (iii) AKBOO (iv) KBTA (v) Private Bus Operators Co-ordination Committee (vi) Thiruvilwamala- Ottappalam Meghala PBOA

C4/12547/2019/P
**Supplementary Item No: 3**

**AGENDA**

To consider the joint application for transfer of regular permit No. 9/420/2003 (valid up to 27.02.2023) in respect of stage carriage KL-09-W-4984 operating on the intra district route Chittoor--Kadampuzha from the name of the 1st applicant to that of the 2nd applicant as shown below.

Applicants. 1) Sri. Rajendra Kumar, S/O Gopalkrishnan, Puthenveedu, Cherppulassery P.O., Palakkad – 679503

2) Sri. Abdul Thahir, s/o Ayishabi, 148, Thenampulakkal(H), Elavikkode, Thirur, Malappuram.

C2/77492/2019/P dt 29.11.2019

**Supplementary Item No: 4**

**AGENDA**

To consider the joint application for transfer of regular permit No. 9/64/2001 (valid up to 02.01.2021) in respect of stage carriage KL 50 E 5397 operating on the intra district route Mannarkkad-Muriyankannikaddavu Via Kumaramputhur,Ariyampavu, Nattukal, Karingalathani And Chethalur,Trips To Mkd-Muthukurussi, Via Viyyakkurussi, Chirakkalpadi, Kallamkuzhi,Mundakkunnu And Rayathuruthi Harijan Colony With Trips To Mkd-Mylampadam Via Kumaramputhur,Kalyanakappu & Pallikkunnu With Trips To Mannarkkad-Pothozhikkavu Via Court Jn&Extension Of 10 K.Ms From Mannarkkad-Thathengalam(2)Change Of Halting Place To Thathengalam(3)Extension Of 6 Kms From Palode Jn. To Kizhakkumpuram from the name of the 1st applicant to that of the 2nd applicant as shown below.

Applicants. 1) Sri. Hamza, S/O Kunjumuhammed, 225, Srambikkal House, Perumbidari Post, Mannarkkad, Palakkad 678762


C3/13597/2019/P dt 19.02.2019

**Supplementary Item No: 5**

**AGENDA**

To consider the joint application for transfer of regular permit No. 9/48/2005 (valid up to 08.12.2021) in respect of stage carriage KL 18 D 5917 operating on the inter district route Meenakshipuram-Kodungallur Via Vandithavalam-Anamari,Kollengode, Kambrathchalla,Govindapuram, Nemmara,Vadakencherry,Vaniyampara,Palakkad, Thrissur, Urakom, Irinjalakkuda As LSOS from the name of the 1st applicant to that of the 2nd applicant as shown below. (Refer Main Agenda Item No.53)

Applicants. 1) Sri. Salees Babu C.S, S/o C M Syethukkutty, Puthenpura, Manappadam, Pudukkode, Palakkad

2) Sri. Ashok Kumar V, S/o Veluswamy, Ayswarya Mandir, Payya Road, Mudappallur P O, Vandazhi II, Palakkad.678705

C3/66289/2019/P dt 10.10.2019
Supplementary Item No:6

AGENDA

To consider the application for renewal of RP No: 9/670/1997 (valid up to 11/01/2020) in respect of stage carriage **KL-08-AM-6282** for a further period of 5 years to operate on the inter-district route Thrissur-Govindapuram Via Vaniampara, Vadakkenchery, Nemmara, Kollengode

Applicant: Sri. Sijo Jose s/o Jose, Thekkekara House, Chittilapilly P.O, Thrissur-680551

C3/79630/2019/P dt.10.12.2019